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Ortiz re-elected president,
Pierotti rides VP landslide
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Jeanette King, former Lobo photographer and niece of
Governor Bruce King, was slain Tuesday night. (Photo
by John Chadwick)

Scholarship started
in memory of slain
journalism student
A scholarship fund has been
established in memory of
Jeanette King, a UNM
photojournalism student who
was stabbed fatally at home
Tuesday night.
King, 25, the niece of
Governor Bruce King, died at
11:45 p.m. at Presbyterian
Hospital. She was the
daughter
of
Sam
and
Margaret King of Stanley,
N.M.
Armando Marquez, 30, a
1977
UNM
journalism
graduate, is being held
without bond in connection
with the slaying.
Establishment
of
the
Jeanette King Photojour•
nalism Scholarship fund "to
encourage
and
reward
students whose work reflects
her ideals and professional
standards" was annout1ced
Wednesday by journalism
department Chairman Robert
Lawrence.
Donations ma.y be made to
the UNM :Foundation, Inc., in
care of Robert Lalicker, Room
200, New Mexico Union.
Police said King and her
mother arrived at their home
about 10 p.m. Tuesday after
taking classes at UNM and a
man appeared from the kit·
chen. The three began to talk
and a fight ensued between
King and the man. The mart
got a kitchen knife and
stabbed King in the neck and
chest 1 the police report said.
Margaret King told ·police
she locked herself in the
bathroom and crawled out the

window and screamed for help.
Police said Marquez was
arrested at 11:25 p.m. while
making a phone call in front a
convenience store at 13000
East Central Avenue.
Police said Marquez, an
employee of KOB-TV, and
Jeanette King had dated on
occasion.
King
was
a
Lobo
photographer for two and one·
half years and a copy editor for
one semester.
"Jeanette King touched our
lives and photojournalism
with grace, skill and total
dedication to her profession.
Whether
she
was
photographing the wounded
from the state prison riot, or
the exqsite pottery figures of
Stella
Loretto,
Jeanette
displayed true vision, insight
and genuine concern for her
subjects,'' Lawrence said.
"Those who were privileged
to know her are impoverished
by her tragic death. It cuts
short a career of groat promise
already
indicated
by
remarkable achievement," he
said.
She was to graduate with a
major in journalism and a
minor in political science in
May. She was working as a
photography intern at the
Albuquerque Journal and had
contributed photographs from
the state prison riot last
February.
King's funeral will be
Friday at 2 p.m. at the First
Church,
101
Baptist
Broadway, NE.

Mario Ortiz is the first
ASUNM president to be re·
elected, beating his nearest
opponent by almost a two-to-one
margin.
Of the 1, 739 students who
voted in the two day election, 633
of them voted for Ortiz. Michael
Gallegos received 392 votes.
Other totals were: Matthew
Baca, 199; Ward Hurlburt, 193;
David Lauer, 132; and Robert
Lynch, 128.
14
I feel good to be at UNM and
proud to be a Lobo," Ortiz said
after voted had been tallied and
the winners declared. "I want to
thank all the people who voted,
and those who expressed their
faith in me. The students have
asked me to do a better job, and I
won't let them down."
Peter Pierotti won the vice
presidential race by an even
wider margin, receiving 81 ~ votes
to Louise Wheeler's 388 and
Jolyn McTeigue's 221.
Pierotti said he wanted to
thank ·'all the students who
compared candidates and gave
support in all my three elections.
I look for a very productive year,
better than the past year, and
hope to make a better student
government.
In the senatorial race, Teresa
Slack collected 760 votes to lead
all candidates. Other candidates
voted to full-terms on the senate
included: Francisco Romero, 753;
Anne-Margaret Fullilove, 736;
Steve Jacobson, 680; Francisco
Lopez, 669; and :Fred Cornwell
and Mark Edwards, 666 each.

Mario Ortiz
Other full-term winners were
Vernita McKinney, 637; and
Henry Miller, 633.
Elected to half-term positions,
replacing resigned senator
Eugene Moffet, and Pierotti's
now vacant seat are Rodney
Raphael, 571; and Clifford
Rallins, 511.
Other senatorial candidates
were Arthur Meintzer, 468; Tom
Donune, 461i Elliott Hester, 404;
and Ben Lane, who withdrew
from the campaign but still
received 41 votes.
Both proposed amendments to
the ASUNM Constitution were
soundly defeated, The proposed
amendment reducing the number
of ASUNM member's signatures
needed to cause a recall election
was defeated 579 "yes" votes to
675 "no" votes. The proposed
amendment compensating full·
term senators with the equivalent
of one semester's tuition was
voted down 536 to 716.

Pete Pierotti
All but two of the line items in
the fiscal year 1981 budget
passed. The ASUNMGSA
Poetry Series was rejected with
469 votes in favor of it and 629
against. The vote was 565 to 594
against the Interfraternity
CounciL These groups will st.ill be
able to apply to the senate for
appropriations.
Ortiz won at every poll except
for one of tlw machines at the
SUB, which was won by Gallegos
91-86. That same machine was
also the only one Pierotti lost to
Wheeler.
The most votes on both days
were casted at the courtyard east
of Mitchell Hall, 380. The two
machines at the SUB registered
272 and 261 votes respectively
while the machine at the Yale and
Roma bus stop had 269. La
Posada's machine collected 261
votes, 240 were cast at Marron
Hall, and 52 were cast at the
Nursing School.

Due to Johnson Gym remodeling

Parking space loss possible
By Terry Fletcher
The proposed additions to and remodeling of
Johnson Gymnasium will bring many changes to
parking areas west and south of the building,
including the loss of 96 parking spaces.
"When I made the original proposal for this
project three or four years ago, I suggested an
underground parking area,'' said Armond Seidler,
facUities director for the Department of Health,
Physical Education and Itecreation. "I would like
to see the whole thing put underground and
covered with athletic playing fields which would
taka care of a desperate shortage in that area we
are facing right now.
"Professors pay about $96 a year and students
pay something like $26 a year for permits to park
out there now. I think with those fees, an un•
· derground parking complex would pay for itself.
The city of Albuquerque did the same thing at the
Civic Center downtown and it is paying for itself,"
he said.
Seidler said other suggestions include con·
structing either a double- or triple-deck parking
structure.
UNM Planning Committee Chairman J oht1
Perovich said additional plans for parking include
the improvement of the parking and pedestrian
traffic areas between the gym and the Fine Arts
Center.

"Part of the plans include completely
redesigning the parking area and making it more
orderly for both pedestrian and vehicular traffic,"
Perovich said.
Other changes will include the relocation of the
flagpole and the wolf statue located south of the
gymnaS·•un.
Perov1ch said the flagpole will be moved to in
front of ,'1choles Hall.
"A cornmittee has been formed to study. where to
put the lobo (statue), 0 he said. "Some suggestions
favor putting it where it would be more accessable
to pedestrian traffic so that more people could read
the plaque which commemorates World War I and
II dead.
"There is also a suggestion to update the plaque
to include those killed in the Korean and Vietnam
wars,'' he said.
Perovich said the committee will also consider
locating the statue on campus at the southwest
corner of University Boulevard and Central
Avenue.
He said the gymnasium project is estimated to
cost $7.3 million and will be funded through the
sale of bonds.
"If interest rates don't go down it may delay the
project, but we won't go to bid for at least six
monthsJ so we don't foresee any pronounced ef·
feet," Perovich said. "We feel we can put together
a good bonding package to fund the project."
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Anderson worries
Carter campaign
WASHINGTON - The Carter
campaign, worried that John
Anderson might siphon off
democratic voters in the general
election, said Wednesday it is
looking into state election laws
governing
independent
presidential races.
Campaign legal counsel Tim
Smith said he is assembling data
on how an independent gets on
the ballot in the 50 states,
hinting that Car-ter might try to
stop an Anderson candidacy'
where it is possible to do so.
Anderson has not decided
whether to bolt the Republican
party - where his liberal stands
on social issues have alienated
many conservatives - to run as
an independent in the general
election.
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servers feel his candidacy would
hurt Carter more than Ronald
Reagan, who seems virtually
assured of the GOP nomination.

Kopechne might
vote for Kennedy
SWIFTWATER, Pa. - The
mother of Mary Jo Kopechne
does not hold Sen. Edward
Kennedy responsible for her
daughter's death in the accident
at Chappaquiddick, and says she
may vote for him for president.
There was no romance between
her daughter and the senator,
said Gwendolyn Kopechne, and
she is sure there was no
wrongdoing surrounding the
incident in which Kennedy drove
his car off a bridge and into one of
the island's tidewater basins.
He managed to escape through
a
window
but
Kopechne
drowned.
"They were a close bunch up
there," Kopechne said. "I know

vote to send a team from the U .8.
to the Moscow olympics.
on.·•
Whatever the decision, it is
Kopchne has spoken to the expected to come Saturday
press only rarely since her during the critical session of a
daughter's death July 18, 1969, three-day meeting of the U.S.
Olympic Committee's House of
Delegates.
"It will be the toughest
decision I've ever made," said
USOC Executive Committee
Member Loren H. Drum, a
OKLAHOMA CITY - FBI member of the American modern
agents searching a wooded area pentathlon team 11c the 1972
northeast of town Wednesday Olympics.
discovered the body of 88-yearold Ella Shelton, <kidnapped
nearly a month ago and never
returned to her daughter despite
payment of $25,000 ransom.
FBI spokesman John Warren
WASHINGTON - President
said the state medical examiners Carter and Egyptian President
had positively identified the body Anwar Sadat, looking solemn
about six hours after her body after two days of talks on
was found tied to a tree.
Palestinian autonomy, vowed
"Just from observation, it Wednesday to keep Mideast
appears she died from exposure," peace efforts alive despite "lots of
Warren said.
difficulties."
Warren said it appeared the
In contrast to their demeanors
body had been at the scene 22 or on Tuesday, when they smiled
23 days. Shelton was abducted often and paused for cameras, the
from her affluent northwest two leaders came out of their final
Oklahoma City home March 13, 90·minute session with the
28 days ago.
weight of Middle East problems
Her daughter, bank executive showing clearly in their faces.
Jewell Shelton, paid a $25,000
ransom to a man near Denton,
Texas, the day of the kidnapping. But her mother was not
returned as promised .
TORONTO - Four hugs a day
will help you survive the blues,
but a dozen is better, says a
social scientist.
Virginia Satir, speaking to the
annual meeting of the American
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. Orthopsychiatric
Association
- In a peaceful setting in the Tuesday, told some 4,000
Rocky Mountain foothills, 450 delegates more touching would
men and women will decide this make people happier, and that
weedend if they want to go to war four daily hugs were necessary
with the President ofthe U.S.
for survival.
What appeared almost unThe doctor, who has done
thinkable two months ago has consulting work for the U.S.
now become a distinct possibility Army and universities, says
- the foremost members of the North Americans fall short in
American Amateur Athletic body contacts. "Most touching
Community
may
disregard done in this country is done on
President Carter's wishes and the football field."
what veople were saying, but
there was nothing immoral going

Kidnap victim's
body tied to tree

Carter reassures
Sadat on Mideast
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Daily hugs might
chase blues away

By Leslie Donovan
While the faculty and staff of the College of Fine
Arts receive substantial salary increases next fall,
college Dean Donald MacRae said that the in·
creases in funding will be minimal.
MacRae said faculty and staff will receive 12
percent moro.l than they did this year, because of
legislativt: ac·tion of the past two years.
Although the legislature gave the University an
average salary increase allocation of 7 percent over
the past few years, the increases were inadequate
because of the inflationary spiral during the same
period, he said.
Faculty and staff salaries comprise about 80
percent of the< art department's budget. The
remaining 20 percent goes to instructional program
support, which includes supplies, operating ex·
penses, student help, graduate assistantships and
equipment.
These instructional support items will not
receive a 12 percent increase, MacRae said.
Instead, funds for support items will increase by 7
percent.
.
"It is appropriate that people havp. priority over
things and that, consequently, mechanical support
should always be subordinate to salary increases,"
he said.
But MacRae said the problem of funds for instructional program support, though inadequate in
most colleges, is particularly pressing in the art
department, because of the complex nature of the
performing and visual arts.
He said the complex machinery and technical
equipment in the theatre arts department often

requires
costly maintenance; repair
and
replacement as does the instrumental inventory of
the music department.
The music department inventory consists of
pianos, woodwinds, brass and other instruments
with an estimated value of more than $250,000, he
said.
These instruments, used primarily by students,
require extensive maintenance and repair to keep
them functioning at an acceptable level for in·
structional and performance purposes, he said.
Because there is no standard budget provision
for the maintenance, repair and replacement of
these instruments, the music department is forced
to improvise as best they can with minimum
funding, he said.
"Unfortunately, much of this equipment is
continually
deteriorating
and
therefore
depreciating in value because of this lack of fun·
ds," MacRae said.
The art department also utilizes expensive
equipment for educational programs such as
photography, jewelry and ceramics.

U.S. team might
head for Moscow

Fine arts enrollment decline
By Leslie Donovan
The UNM College of Fine Arts'
enrollment figures for the Spring
1980 semester may indicate a
leveling·off of a gradual five-year
decline in enrollment, said
Donald MacRae, dean of the
college.
MacRae said this semeater's
enrollment is 0,2 percent below
what it was last spring, showing
the lowest rate of decline in the
last five years.
"Because of the recent nature
of the economy, students are

becoming more vocationally
minded," MacRae said.
He said the five-year decline
bas been brought about by
students who are realizing that a
career in fine arts does not
provide the financial security
found in other more technical
fields.
While enrollment in fine arts,
with the exception of dance, has
been generally declining, MacRae
said music enrollment has
declined less than any of the
other arts.
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Dance enrollment, however,
has been steadily climbing, he
said.
Yet while this decline may
indicate for some a bleak future
in the arts, MacRae said it has
created positive side-effect.
"As a result, the students who
do join the College of Fine Arts
program are much more committed to the arts," he said.
"They are fully committed to a
career in the arts in spite of the
possible economic problems
involved."
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Positions are open to individuals who have received or will
receive their B.S./B.A. degree and who are interested in
pursuing·careers in the scientific fields {physics, chemistry,
engineering, computer science) or careers in business
administration (personnel management, procurement, contracts, accounting) and who aspire to the attainment of
higher academic degrees.
Elmer Salazar will be in the UNM Student Union Building
on April 10 from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. to •explain the
program. A slide presentation will be given from 3:00p.m.
to 4:00 p.m. Information may also be obtained by writing
Elmer Salazar, DIV-STEP, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,
Box 1663, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545.
An Affirmative Action/Eq•al Opportunity Employer: Women,
Minorities, the Handicapped, and Veterans are Urged to Apply.
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The Los Alamos National Scientific Laboratory's Skills
Training Employment Program {S.T.E.P.) offers recent
graduates a one-year appointment in which to broaden
their professional experience, gain some financial stability
and apply for acceptance to graduate school. We offer
stimulating assignments and an opportunity for professional growth utilizing your special skills and talents.
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MacRae said the lack of funding for instructional
support programs is not unique to UNM's College
of Fine Arts.
"National studies indicate that this kind of
support, in proportion to faci:llty salaries, is never
enough.
"The gap between the percentage of support for
instructional programs and the percentage of
faculty salaries is widening as indicated in this
year's legislative allocation," he said.
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Opinion
DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

Registration blues
By Paula Easley
on Tuesdays and Thursdays at find you. When you finally get to
Why do they have to make 9:30. Ichthyology is at the right the front of the line where the lady
registering for classes so difficult? I time, I'II take it. That should really stamps a star on your card, she
then tells you, "I am sorry but you
would give my dad's fast dime to help a journalism major.
Another problem is those are in the wrong line, this is the line
the person who makes it through
registration in one shot.
wonderfu I orange cards th<Jt for white, female Roman Catholics
Juggling the different classes professors need to sign. It seems as and you are a Protestant. Your line
that you need to take is not too though you need to show up with a is over there."
hard, after a week or so one can full deck of these cards. A good
At the front of the proper line
usually fit them into the right order. idea would be to put the cards to they tell you that you can not
The hard part comes at the some use; set up a blackjack table register because you have a lit rary
registration center. All the classes and let the students play while they fine that needs to be paid, tell
that I need always have been wait in line.
them that I do not have a fine, I
closed, cancelled or moved to
have never checked out a book
Mexico.
The lines are another plus for from the library and I do not even
The next step is to look through registering. You could be gone for know where the library is.
the book of courses for any classes two weeks and no one would ever
For first and second year

students, their registration card
must be okayed by a counsellor.
Although it does not take long to
stamp the card, you would think
that a college student could figure
out for herself what she is supposed to to take. This is the busy
season for counsellors, having to
stamp hundreds of cards, but they
will recover since this is all they do
all year.
If you have to go register my
advice is to tell someone where you
are going, bring plenty of food and
water, some recreational drugs and
just hope that you can get out alive
with at least one class.
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Treaty idea good

Conflict of interest
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on a similiar idea. Man cannot go
on cutting up and putting signs
everywhere that say 'keep out.'
Nations now are extending their
Editor:
I disagree with J. Edward territorial waters 200 miles and
Nelson's opinion of the Moon further. Soon, we may be able to
Treaty. His basic premise that it is drop the word "international
"actually nothing less then a waters" from our vocabulary. The
Soviet-sponsored attempt to rob us deep sea mining that the Law of the
of our future in space" is ridiculous. Sea Conference is trying to come to
How is the treaty un-American? some sort of solution over is a
He says it is because it would forbid difficult one, but Nelson does not
private ownership of any celestial seem to grasp it.
body. I applaud this part of the
The treaty does not inhibit
colonization
and development.
treaty. How can any nation claim
that they own any celestial body? Nelson states that by refusing to
We, just because of our sign the treaty, "the door will be
technology, have no right to plant opened to an unimaginable place."
an American flag and say "we get By refusing to sign, we tell the rest
of mankind to stick it, we are not
here first and its ours."
Nelson states that property rights going to cooperate with anyone.
are the most basic of all human Are these our basic values? I believe
rights. Sure, we have the right to not.
property anywhere in the universe
Mankind's present values are
as long as we can afford the down quickly destroying this good earth. I
paymen!. As for the right in the really believe that we must shape
treaty to board others nations' up our act here before we think
ships, I agree with it. This will about space. This treaty is just a
promote goodwill and trust, beginning. The U.S. and USSR are
something that we could use more planning to link up our capsules in
space some time in the future. I
of on this celestial body.
If the Moon Treaty is anti- hope that it comes off. This incapitalist then so be it. It is certainly tercourse may be the birth of a
not pro-Communist. It is pro- beautiful new age of cooperation in
mankind. Explore together in space for mankind.
peace, don't go staking claims and
-John Wylie
then digging in to defend them. It is
an impetus to develop together for
the benefit of us all.
In reference to the Law of the Editor:
Sea, the Moon Treaty does operate
I wish to call attention to the
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inaction of the ASUNM Senate, chosing to ignore the facts? Is the
from Ortiz down, in dealing with a student government, which is in
gross conflict of interest case in- charge of our money, letting it be
volving the ASUNM Film Com- spent illegally?
-Jayne Avery
mittee chairman, Gary Doberman.
Basically, Doberman in this
semester has shown two of his own
independant films, Sandwoman
Cycle I and 1/. They cost $250 each
and they netted approximately $50 Editor:
combined. Now if that doesn't ring
Please
accept
rny
of conflict of interest then I don't congratulations on your excellent
know what does. But it gets even editorial (March 31) on the need for
more interesting.
the new athletic code to protect
The spring movie schedule has all student athletes. I agree completely
the other independant film makers' with your diagnosis of "creeping
names with their films. Doberman's professionalism" as the underlying
name isn't with his. Why? Is he just cause of the athletic scandal.
being modest or hiding?
Your concern for the athletes as
students and as humans who are
The film committee minutes from vulnerable to exploitation is
the Dec. 13 meeting tell of genuine and important. The
Doberman's intention of being Athletic Council is now under
chairman. Dec. 27 is the date of the strong pressure from the Regents
purchase order for his films. This is to come up with a code, but if it is
a clear case of a chairman directly to be more than pious platitudes, it
benefiting from the post. He knew must put academic neeps first and
he was going to be the chairman it must have some teeth.
when he scheduled his films at the
Several of us in the anthropology
expense of the students who paid department have submitted what
for his films.
we consider to be important
Is all this legal? ASU NM Attorney changes in the Council's draft. We
General Mark Sims has had all this now have signatures of over 60
information since Feb . .28 and he professors and deans from various
has stated that it is not legal. Yet departments who agree with most
there has been no disciplinary of our proposals. We hope that the
action at all from the ASUNM Council and the Regents will give
Se~ate. They have talked ~f so~e these suggestions the attention
act1on but Doberman IS st1ll they deserve.
chairman of the Film Committee.
-Philip K. Bock
Why is the student government
-Chairman, Anthropology

Say 'cheese' and get your new I.D.
By Julie Matsko
UNM students will find
themselves grinning and saying
''cheese" once again as UNM's
Registration Center initiates yet
another pew student iden·
tification system for the fall of
1980.
Just last fall a new student
I.D. with a photograph was
introduced on campus and
students had to line up for mug
shots. Now the center has
changed to an alternate form of
picture I.D, so all UNM students
wil! be required to have their
pictures taken again.
The Registration Center is
busy taking new I.D pictures,
while trying to make students
aware that there is an new
system and pictures have to be
retaken.
"A lot of students are coming
in to register and leaving without
having their picture taken,"
Registrar Jim Acosta said,
"because they assume their I.D.s
will be valid next fall. The
current I.D.s will only be valid
through the summer of 1980."
Acosta suggested that since

the summer, he said, students
will be able to a void Lhe long lines
for I.D.s in August.
The new I.D. system is a step
toward the final goal of a four·
year picture I.D., Acosta said.
The Registration Center is
hoping to switch over to a four·
year I. D., he said, to save having
to process new I. D.'s every year.
"It is expensive to process new
LD.s year after year," Acosta
said, "If we had I.D.s that were
valid for four years, the I.D.
would pay for itself. Each
student would only have to have
an I.D. made every four years,
and that I.D. would be valid as
long as the student was enrolled
at the University."
The hold-up in switching over
to the four·year system is the
lack of proper equipment, Acosta
said. Currently most University
equipment is programmed to
read one·year I.D.s, he said, and
The current /D card (top); the new ID card will be styled after it would require major equipment
the residence hall meal card (below).
changes for the machines to he
able to read four-year I.D.s.
"We started with the picture
the Registration Center has the pictures taken as soon as
new equipment now, students possible. By having their pic- I.D, in the fall of 1979 on a oneshould come in and have their tures taken before they leave for year basis," Acosta said, "and

Academics first

Health fair to be screening diabetics
Club and New Mexico State board member of the club. Film
Society
of
Medical slides and additional information
Technologists. The Pre·Medical on diabetes will also be available.
Club, representing the American
Diabetes Association, will screen
Members of the Diabetes
"to
determine Youth Group, organized by
individuals
whether or not they require ADA, will be available to answer
by
a questions on the problems facing
further
attention
physician.'' said Randy Knott, young diabetics. This group ,

Diabetes screening sponsored
by the Pre-Medical Professions
Club will be available at the
Health Fair this weekend at
Winrock Center
The Health Fair, which is
scheduled from Aprilll-13, is cosponsored by the Pre-Medical

A blood drive, sponsored by the Pre-Medical Professions Club, is
scheduled to begin April13 at the Student Union Building.
Pre-Medical Club members will be taking people's names and
setting up a time on Wednesday, Aprill9, for donors to actually give
blood. The Pre-Medical Club is holding the drive on behalf of the
United Blood Services.
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BLOW THE WHISTLE
FOR HELP!

When others hear the signal they know that a
neighbor is in distress.
2. They call the police (2241).
3. Then blow their whistles to attract attention.
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(Ccrnmittee Against Rape meetings every Wed. at
the Women's Center.)
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
COMMITTEE AGAINST RAPE
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You Can Buy A Whistle At:
~THE GENERAL STORE
- S.U.B. CANDY STORE
- U.N.M. BOOK STORE
- WOMEN'S CENTER

Christian Student Center
130 Girard NE
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About 50 high school wonien from Albuquerque and surrounding
areas, including Gallup, Los Alamos and Windowrock, will attend a
"Career Opportunities for Women in Engineering" seminar Saturday
atUNM.
The seminar, sponsored by the University's Society of Women
Engineers, is scheduled from 9 a.m. to 3:30p.m. It will begin in Tapy
Hall, Room 201, and will move into the Farris Engineering Center.
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The New Mexico State Society
of Medical Technologists will
have information on the tests
performed in the laboratory
including an overview of the work
of medical technologists.
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we were going to use these I.D.s
until we were able to get the
equipment for a four-year
the
system.
Unfortunately
equipment we needed wasn't
available, so we switched to
another one-year I. D. There is a
chance we may be able to convert
this new J.D. system to a fouryear I. D. at a later date."
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REMEMBER: RESPONSIVE NEIGHBORS
MAKE SAFE COMMUNITIES.
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Interest in dinosaurs
heightened by NM find
By Lee Hilley
H!'newcd scientific interest in dinosaurs, spurred
on by recent evidence that they may have been
wnrm·blooded creatures, may reap substantial
hnm•fits for UNM in the coming years.
A rich lode of dinosaur hones and other fossil
material lies buri1ld in the SanJuan Basin of north·
wpst. New Mexico.
To provide a repository for these materials, the
Governor n•cently signed a bill creating a state
Museum of Natural History, to be located in
Albuquerque. Though not directly related to the
University, its impact should be felt at UNM.
Barry Kues, an assistant professor of geology,
said that the establishment of this major scientific
and ~·ducational institution could create new op·
port unities for both students and faculty.
Kut>s took part in a natural science survey for the
Burmu of Land Management in 1977. The
following y<'ar, nftor a key legislator was persuaded
<•f the an•a's potential, he served on a task force to
study and make recommendations for possible
st!'ps toward salvaging the fossil finch!. The
proposed farility is a result of those rerom·
mt>ndat ions.
'l'ht• legislature appropriated Sil million dollars
toward construction of thH facility, contingent on
tlw city of Allmqul•rque contributing another $2
million and a five·acrc site across from the Museum
of Alhuqu<•rque on Mountain Road.
"'l'hr museum will increase the amount of
proft•ssional <~xpertisc in the biological sciences,
sueh as bntao~y, zoology and ecology, and in
pal('(mtology," Kues said. Paleontology is the
branch of geology dealing with prehistoric life
forms through the study of fossils.
"Benefils will accrue to the University com·
munity through the general broadening of
Rcientific capabiity. The existence of a major in·
stitution of this kind will attract people here for

study. That attraction will undoubtedly overlap
into other areas," he added.
On a more practical front, the possibility of
summer excavatiing jobs and the coordination of
collecting activities translate into employment
opportunities. Farther down the road is the
potential for adjunct professorships, Kues said.
For the faculty, rewards would come in the form
of increased contacts among the scientific com.
munity and possible appointment to the museum
policy-advisory board. The bill calls for two
members of the board from institutions of higher
loarning.
"A need exists in some areas, such as vertebrate
paleontology, for which no program now exists at
UNM," Kues said. "The museum could supply
that need."
The mu~eum is given the responsibility to
"collect, pn•qerve, study and interpret" materials
represented by the state's natural history. The
r£•gion has long been a source for collections in
some of th1• nation's major natural history
museums.
Although rP·a<·quiring the best of these fossils is
not realistk. ht• saul casts of the originals can be
made which an• actuall.1 !'asier to work with.
Oth~>r mntPrial~ arP houst•d in museum storage
areas, and the eurrl'nt owners would probably
welcome the opportunity to relieve their over·
crowding by returning the fossils, he said.
A note of urgency surrounds those bones still
unearthed, "eroding in the rocks," Kues said. The
San ,Juan Basin is rich in coal deposits, as well, and
subject to heavy mining activities.
"It would be a great advantage if, when the
bulldozers uncover something of possible value,
the company could call on a museum staff to come
and remove it," Kues said.
If no hitches develop in the planned schedule,
the museum should be operational by 1984.

All-American doing
what comes naturally
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A Geisha girl performs an ancie11t Japanese dance on the ma/J
as part of the festivities for International Week. (Phnto by Dick
Kettlewell}

Stage act to raise money for infants
In an effort to raise funds for an Evoked Response Audiometer to
test the hearing of infants, the Communicative Disorders Department
and advanced sign language class are sponsoring "Sign Fest 80."
Performance of "Sign !<'est 80" is scheduled for April27 at 7:30p.m.
in Rodey Theatre.
Auditions for the show will be held April13 at 2 p.m. in the Heights
Community Center, 823 Buena Vista, SE.

No WoNDER THERE'.s
SO MUCH CONCERN

ABOUT THE DANGERS
OF FOOTBALL .THE.
TURKEYS GONNA
YELL HIS LUNGS OUT!

By Gail Rosenblum
Steve Jennings only competed
in one gymnastics meet his
sophomore year at Farmington
High School. The pommel"horse
to
specialist
traveled
Albuquerque for the competition
and scored a 2.95 on a 10-point
scale.
He then took a two-year break
from gymnastics.
"I thought that was one of the
best sets of my life," says
Jennings, recalling the meet.
But. the two·year rest must
have done Jennings good. When
he returned to the pommel horse
his senior year, he won the New
Mexico State High School
Championships.
By then his scores were in the
mid eights.
But scores in the mid eights
weren't good enough for Jen·
nings. In his first year at UNM,
he finished fifth in the NCAA
Gymnastics Championships.
And last week in Lincoln,
Neb., Jennings moved up two
places, finishing third in the
Cham·
NCAA
_Gymnastics
pionships, with scores both days
of9.65.
Not bad for a sophomore
biology major.
"I am trying to move up a little
hit each year," the All-American
said. "I would like to take the
national title next yfl;!lr."
He said he chose to compete on
the horse because "it was what I
was doing best on. It came
naturally."
Jennings said it took about
two months before he could see
improvement in his routine.
"The pommel horse is not an
event one can learn· quickly.
During the first two months, I
was trying to learn double-leg
cireles (the predominant move
from which the gymnast leads in
15 00AiergonKit4 69
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to and out of other moves.) After
I learned that, I really started
taking off.''
In order to keep his upper body
fit for the strenuous 30· to 45.
second routines, Jennings works
out every day, doing push·ups,
sit·ups and calisthenics.
Pommel-horse
competitors
must meet certain requirements
set by the Federation of Inter·
national
Gymnastics:
the
exercise must be continuous and
must show clean swings; the
gymnast must travel across all
three areas of the horse and must
include three difficult and three
intermediate moves in the
routine.
Jennings says the gymnastics
program at UNM is "im·
proving," and "we will definitely
make it as a team to nationals
next year. We have a chance to
make it to the top three."
He said he will work out daily
until next November when the
team opens the fall season.
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Pommel-horse specialist Steve Jennings (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

IBM still wants to
talk with you about a
career in Engineering or
Computer Programming.
Talk to IBM before you make any job decision. If you
haven't discussed your career future with IBM before,
take time for a frank discussion about opportunities
for growth at IBM.
Stop by the placement office to see detailed job
descriptions and arrange a convenient time for an
interview If you are not able to meet with us but
would like to know more about a career in IBM, write
Mr. Harley Thronson, Corporate College Relations
Manager, IBM Corporation, 3424 Wilshire Boulevard,
Los Angeles, CA 90010.

FREE ESTIMATES
S0$·243·8778
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IBM will be here Tuesday, Apr1122.
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Arts
Literary magazine's
art hangs in gallery
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By Pamela Livingston
Photographs dominate the
Conceptions Southwest show at
the Art Students Association
Gallery in the SUB. More than
half of the 39 art works hanging
in the show are silver or
chromogenic
prints;
the
remammg pieces are pastel
drawings, lithographs and mixed
media. Neither painted canvasses
nor sculpture are included in the
show.
The reason, perhaps, for this
lack of variety is that the show's
purpose is to display art, which
will be published in Conceptions
Southwest
magazine,
the
University's only student-run
literature and arts publication.
The magazine is scheduled for
publication in two to three weeks.
Photographs are usually easier
to reproduce in quantity than, for
example, paintings filled with
color and texture. So for that
matter, are black-and-white or
brown-and-white
lithographs.
The artist can be reasonably sure
that his original work will be
faithfully reproduced. He can
also sell a number of copies of a
single piece and thus make more
money for less work.
The show gave the impression
that expediency was indeed a
factor in the works represented.

plains, stark highways and the
dull metalic gleam of guard rails,
man's frail imprint on the savage
land. It seemed a trend had been
set.
A trend also showed itself in
photographs in which nude or
semi-nude women appeared.
Vahe
Guzelimian's
untitled
chromogenic print of a nude
woman
whose
body
is
superimposed with boxes of
light, a muffin pan caked with
paint, a street sign and other
objects, won a $200 purchase
award
from
New
Mexico
Beverage Company, which co-.
sponsored the show with the
ASA
Gallery,
Conceptions
Southwest and ASUNM-GSA.
Guzelimian's
prize-winning
photograph also exhibited a
feminine hand holding a pile of
white powder. Cocaine? Now
that's trendy. New Mexico
Beverage Company is getting its
money's worth.
The prize winner should have
been Ray Abeyta's series of three
pastel drawings, "With the
North Wind to the Southwest."
The abstract drawings in colors
that say "Southwest" - brown
and blue predominantly, with
touches of yellow and orange,
black and white, and man's red
and traffic-light green - depict

. ..
. ....
An untitled lithograph by Calvin Ching hangs in the ASA Gallery's "Conceptions Southwest"
show.
the parameters of a saucer sky, up, it became an object of beauty
The show will continue
subterranean layers and a dark, and humor. As it stretched and through April 18 .. Gallery hours
surrounding void.
rotated in bright light, it became are 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
The musicians who contributed a part of light.
through Friday.
_
to Conceptions Southwest at- !IJ'U'Iftf'U'Il'lr'U'If'U'If'U'U'U'U'Utltl'U'Ir'U'U~
tempted to record the music 111.1
opening night, but because of ~
noise from the crowd, were az1
unsuccessful. Despite the mixed iloll
response from the audience, the
~
music enhanced the rest of the 111.1
IM.f
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There's a mystique attached to energy
conservation which says that it centers
around crippling abstinence and
martyrdom. It doesn't. The most important
factor in saving costly energy is your
willingness to become aware of the waste
around you. Spiraling energy costs at UNM
could threaten academic programs.
Please use only the energy that you really
need as you work and study ...... it
makes a difference.

Special council meeting Thursday ~
"117 R 231 E SUB4 3Q p M azt
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should be
Anotheroutstandingworkwas ~
Louis Baca's eight-millimeter
..a
film, SS Commercial Raw
111.1
Footage. One of three movie
shorts submitted, the film was an iloll This meeting will be held to discuss funding ~
amusing change of pace from the 111.1
IM.f
• rather static still photography. It
for BALSA as requested by BALSA members
showed a ·stippled prophylactic
emerging from its package to All """""""""""""""""""""""""~'~'...,.""""~'~'"""...,...,.""""""""""~'~'"""
music with a Latin beat. Blown 'IJ'U s s OS s s s s OS OS s OS s OS s s s s s OS OS

JatJ
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atJ

California Stereo Liquidators, a manufacturer's representative
will dispose of their inventory surplus of new stereo equipment.
The items listed below will be sold on a first-come first-served
basis at... Dollar Inn, 2120 Menaul Blvd., NE, Albuquerque, NM
Saturday, April12, 1980

9:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.
ONLY WHlLE QUAN11TIES LAST

TAAVEl SCHOOlS IN!ERNATIONAL

Voca tiona I Training
for

Travel
Careers
•TRAVEL AGENT •AIF'iLINE AGENT
•cRUISE LINE RE:Pf:i'ESENTATTVE
•TOUFf OPERA't"ORS

- A 6 Week Course -

Taught in
SWITZERLAND
for travel jobs in Jhe

U.S.A.

$1875.00
includes tuition, accommodations,
continental breakfast and place·
ment assistance.
YOUR TRAVEL. TRAINING
Wll.L QUAL.IFY YOU FOR
.EMPLOYMENT ANYWHERE
IN THE:: U.s.A.

UNM ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM

The highway markers (medians)
become wind directional markers
as the "North Wind" sweeps
them
in
every
direction.
Underneath, the earth remains
unchanged.
The earth, a solid figure in each
of the three drawings, is defined
by geometric shapes.
Its
massiveness is grounded within

atJ

=A

~~~o:!~no~~~!:sari~;z:!~~ni~ :~e~:o:t~~~ 1 :~ r;~:!~!~i. :~;ie~h:OO~~pes

better, the works displayed,
some of which were quite good,
still left the viewer disappointed.
There was just too much of the
same thing.
And
that
thing
was
photography' exploring to the
limits the Southwest landscape
- sweeping skies and barren
_ . -- . -

GsA

SST Travel Schools International
18601 Pac, Hv. So. Seattle, WA 99188
Calf toll free for brOchure
!BOO) 426·5200

5Car Stereos,
Only AMtl•'M Cassette
In Dash
5
Only AM/FM 8 Trk.
Car Stereo In Dash
20
Only 8·Track Car
Stereos, Uuderdash
20 Oruy Cassette Car
Stereos, Underdash
32
Only AM/FM 8·Track
Car Stereos In Dash (Belot)
30
Oruy AMIFM Cassette
Car Stereos In Dash (Best)
20 Pair Oruy Modular
4-WaySpeakers

Disposal
Price
Value
.
sag each
$}59
'
$39 each
$139
$}9 each
$69

$75
$}65
$}89
$}79

$29
ssg
$59
ssg

each
each
each
pair

22
Pair Only Coaxial Car
Speakers Giant Mags
Pair Only Triaxial Car
20
Speakers, Giant Mags
18or Car, Hig
Onl~ Graphic Equalizers
Wattage
23
Pair Only 2-Way Car
Speakers, Dual Cone
}0
Only AM/FM In Dash
Cassettes For Small Cars
I~

22
. Only AM/FM Cassettes
For Car With Auto Reverse
2For7Stereo,Oruy
Power Boosters
High Wattage

Disposal
Value
Price
$89
$29 pair
$119
$49 pair
$}59
ssg each

$49
$}90
$225
ssg

$}9
$69
S89
$29

P.air
each
each
each

ALL BE.AND NEW MERCHANDISE WITH FULL WARRANTIESI
Buy one or all of the above quantities listed- The Public Is Invited
VISA, MASTER CHARGE, CASH or PERSONAL CHECKS WELCOMED

One Day Only, Sat. Aprill2

Only While Quantities Last

!'at','' Ill, J\pw

~vkxic·"

Dailv l.obu, Ajlril 10, Wkll

Stone rubbings,
fabric on display
Intric.ately carved tribal tombs used in Sind and Baluchistan
from Lhe Hind and Baluehistan tt•xliJN; for the past 300 years.''
area.~ of Pakistan will be the
'l'hP elaborately decorated
subject of an exhibit titled, tombs are usually constructed of
"Hindi Tombs and Textiles: The yellow sandstone, Bunting said.
l'prsistence
of
Pattern," 'fh(~y range from three to 12 feet
hi' ginning April 1:l at the high.
Univerflity of New Mexico's
"The decorations can be
of divided into three categories,"
Maxwell
Museum
Anthropology.
she said. "They're jewelry, arms,
J•;t.hel
Jane
Bunting of people and animals; geometric
Charleston, S.C., did the dry designs;
and
caligraphy.
stone rubbings of the 15th to 18th Sometimes on the headstone of a
ePntury Muslim tombs, which male there is a carved warrior on
will hP featured in the exhibit. horseback and sometimes a
MndPrn Pakistani textiles will ht~arer carrying weapons. Jewelry
also he exhibited to show the in bas-relief embellishes the
r•·latiunship of dm:igns on the woman's grave and is oc1nmbs to contemporary tl•xtile easionally found on the tombs of
df'Signs.
males."
Bunting's research of the
Bunting, who has traveled
tomb>; in tlw t-urly 1960~> led to extonsively
throughout
the
llw rN1iscov1~ry of many sitE~s and world, has collected Pakistani
stirn•d m•w interNlL in Pakistan artifacts for the Smithsonian
for pn•sprving thl! sitPs as Institution and the Pakistani
national monuments.
government. In 19o5 she was
"Tho real interl'Ht in these awarded the Medal of Pakistan
tombs liPs in the fact that they for outstanding effort in the field
at'!' tht• tombs of tribal people of archaeology.
who, in spitP of being Muslim,
Much of Bunting's worldwide
rl'tained their pre· Islamic culture collections have been donated to
and tradtions of burial,·· Bunting Maxwell Museum.
said. "Also, much of the carving
"After collecting for the
on the stones has bel'n treated as Smithsonian in the 1950s and
t•mbroidery and the actual 1960s, I had a lot of material,"
stit<'hl'S can be identified. It is an Bunting said. "I decided that the
unusual record of the designs materials, which came from

This woman's blouse, on display in Maxwell Museum, is about 30 years old and is embroidered with mirrors and sequins. lt is from the Johhria Tribe in Sind, Pakistan. The textile
exhibition will continue through August.
desert areas, like the Sindhi area
of Pakistan, should go to a
museum in the desert west.
Maxwell Museum was recom·
mended to me by my daughter
who lives in Albuquerque."
Bunting became the first
lifetime member of the Maxwell
Museum Association in 1974,

Computer Science and
Engineering Graduates
AMutual Investment Plan for Your Career

She has continued to send
materials to the museum, in·
eluding African and Guatemalan
artifacts.
"I like Maxwell Museum very
much," she said, "because it is a
working museum. It has a very
personal feeling about it as well.
You feel like you're a part of

what's being exhibited."
Maxwell is situated on the
south side of the UNM an·
thropology building . just off
University
Boulevard.
The
museum's hours are 9 to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday, 10 to 4
p.m. on Saturday and 1 to 5 p.m.
on Sunday.

~

I
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KUNM offers new program
"InnerView" is just what the name implies: an inner view into the
lives and personalities of eight interesting New Mexicans. It is a radio
interview program making its debut on the public airwaves this month
at KUNM·FM Radio Station.
The new series consists of eight 30-minute interviews with different
people.
Artistic director of the project, Marily Pittman, says the purpose of
the series is to share with the listener how some of the state's more
prominent and/or interesting people view their worlds.
The programs air each Saturday morning at 11 a.m. beginning
April12 and ending May 31. The'participants include:
Aprill2: Jose Rodriguez, artistic director of La Compania de Teatro
de Albuquerque.
Aprill9: Tom Phillips, teacher, composer and writer.
April 26: Bryan Burdick, artistic director of the Vortex Theater,
actor and teacher.
May 3: Dick Knipfing, news anchorman for KOB·TV.
May 10: Francine Neff, ex-treasurer of the United States and now
vice president of the Rio Grande. Valley Bank.
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\VImt vou can learn about us mav well he the an!>wer to vour career
needs.' Our husincs~ b the dcvelormcnt of sophisticated han king and
brokerage systems for the \Vorld's financial institution!>. complex
intelligence systems for government and military applicution. deer
ocean sonar surveillance .'>Vstems, electrical and electronic
ccm1roncnts.. deer pile fai1ric,, and much more.
At Bunker Ramo, we recognitc that meeting the challenge lor the
future lies in our ability to continually attrat:t and dcwlor 11C\\ talent.
As a rc'>ult, \\e'rc dedicated to this fundamental corH:cpt: hy ime.,ting
in your future, we can achieve a signif'icant return on our own. and
thar'.1 one of the hcst im cs!ments we c.:an make.
We're a h1rtunc 500. multi-national corporation. with location~
throughout the l lnitcd State~ and ahroad. and sales nearing $500
million per year, We arc nut so larp:e that we.: don't know our pc.:oplc
well. hut large enough to rro\ ide excellent orportunitil·s lor those
willing to invest their talents in us.
Jryou\l like to find out more about ho\\ \\L' can fit into your plam,
please send us your rcsunH.::
Bun~cr

BUNKER
RAMO
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Get
!
*
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Be a plasma dorwr
save lives
earn extra cash
plus Get a Physical exam!!
Bring this coupon for
One fJCr nerD donor ·

**
**
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~

$50..o· **

#*
bonus
i*
Yale Blood Plasma Inc.
# 122 Yale S·E·
266-572,9
.
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There s one moment for every man when he s
reaching inside himself for the best he's got The
best there is.
He sees the gusto and he goes for it.
At Schfitz we brew a beer for that man. Because
the moment he tastes the gusto he knows there 'II
never be a better beer than Schlitz. Never

'

Paw· 12, NPw MPxi(•o Daily Lobo, AprillO, HJRO
ROOMS IN l.ARGh house. $100-$125. Nc> pets,
<mokcr>. 268 · 1654.

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising

S/09

I'OUPI.f: I OOKINO FOR apartmcm or runm in
hou~e fnr •.umrn~r. May-Au~n1t or thereabouts.
(negotiable~ Juhnny Payne, 89X 7(! ln
4114
Sfllll!:Nl ~LI:!)S ON!' or '"'" rnnmmate; immc!liutely I hrce bedroom huuw two miles from
.;tmpu•. lnt><l renr, $250. Cull Mark at 268.ij77<J.
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lYI'FWRITFR, U ECTRIC STANDARD. $75.
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HH.HO<JK.

lll'iHWASHI'R $!()().WASHER $75, DRYER, $75.
1\.111'1 'ell immcdi~rcly. Call298-3766. Keep lrying.
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LOST & FOUND

4111
fiK· Ill>· (iOOD <ran;porlation car ~$300 ca,lt. t'all
266·H47tl hctwccn4-7.
4/ll

4!)(1

SERVICES

Tune..up special - only swoo
:1222 c,·nt rul ~"
2(i/>.:I!HY

~<\\ IU-"fl''l'rl hirH(l.,
from'l29U1~

THE UNION (SUB) THEATER

WOMEN FILMMAKERS
Chick Strand's "Mujer de Milfuegos", also films by
Core 0., Amy Greenfield and Martha Haslinger
Tonight, Thurs. April10 8:00 $1.25 & $1.75

4/14

~:RAW INCi

11\BU, Wll H

~hai;:R43·6822.

4114

Ill Gil MI'Ci 71!>A'TSUN 12()(1. $1000. 243·5934.
k1Nli:Cl''1 I YI'INCi SI'RVH l· (lllM Sclc~ln~l ~nd
"''" 1 mmuw I'JI'I'"r! l'h<lll"· No appomtmcnt.
~~~.:!~"kc~··,,
rfn
<•Ill J 1\R II 'i'iON'i: AU 'tvlc,, Mar~··, (iUttJr
Sllldill 2M Hl'i.
,
Ill!

:;IEK~~,-R I YPIN( i" JEI\N, 2~5 4091.

4115
f>IJ

!OWN <C>IINTRYWAOON. $1000 inwstcd, sell

S~oo. 242.7~1~.

4/IS
'>11NOI TA XI) lJ AllTOWlNDER, SO mm fl.7,
JJ'mm 12.8. Iiller•, ca•c. 241·6274,
4114

UNM ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM

4''16

IJA IYI'JNC, '>I·RVIO'. A ~lllllJ'Iol~ ryping and
rd1tnrMI •.y,lcm. Icd1niral, general, kgal mcdrcal,
,,,Jrnla•.u,. <hart'o&iahlc\ l4'\-212i

5:0~

lY!'I'iTS 'II RM 1'1\I'IItS, lhr'!\, rc•,ume,. 2~9·
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n PINe.

1111'>1~.

4. ~0
RI·I'ORlS. 1tarrstical. <all
4!05

,\nmw. 2%-2~4'1.
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\1 s.
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li11(), Hl·5:30,

415

An I'RAlio

T\'PI'i(. trau·
i,.;.;rJhlnft term papt:th. ICUCf\ 1 rcr,ume~, martu,Uiflllii.
;o.•J.t mm.
4/30
(~li iNC;"iTI'•>j(, l-OR Jt<,BIANS. 2M 99~3.
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4.

HOUSING

liH· I IT AD! I

C.. I !PERil fo,a!ion near CNM &

'-''"'nilmn llu' \Cr\K~ ever~· lll mrnutes. I bedroom
SllJ<-S2fiL All Ulthtic~ Jlaid. Deluxe
klldtcn Wllh d•'h"a'hcr & tlt'l'""al, rccrear•on room,
'•\\Jlllnltn!' puol, 11/ wnm & laundry. Adull complex,
turprt< I~:Ont .ni\CI'IIV NI:. 243 2494.
tfn
ROO\tMAJI· WANlf:O TO ~hare comfortable
h"mc. 'Xlplu• utiliuc~. ('alllHl·Hl2.
4d.l
HlR RE Nl: LARGE one bedroom garage. Water
pard. $17.~. ncar UNM, ho~pitals. 268·7218.
4/11
Rf'MOIJHI:D. 2-BDR. SUNROOMS! UNM,
Stanford 26~-5169.
4110
DlC''rTU: TO lJNM! Ridgecrest area-2-bdr.,
hreplacc. 265-5169.
4/1 I
tlT elftucnr~.

WANTED. fiURNISHliD HOUSE andtor apart·
mcnt hlting~ for summer tmployces (college
profc~\Or and graduate studcr.ts), who will be arriving
durmg May and June und leaving August lo early
Sc]llcmlJet. Please call 844·3441. Sandia
I aboratone\.
4124

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PARI 11\fE JOB, graduate ~tudcnt~ only. Arter·

ll'lnn•, und e\enings. Mu1t be able to work Friday and
Saturday mght\. MUll be 21 yean old. Apply in
pcrwn. nn phone call>, please. Sa•cway Liquor
Sr••re,, at 57041 nma1 NE, S516 Mcn~ul NE.
tfn
$~10· 'UIOUSAND FOR cnc\elopc• you mail.
I'•"tagc paid. J-rcc information. Contact R.S., P.O.
Bn' 196 D, ('ocur d' Alene,Jdahn, 83814.
S/25
OVf.RSLAS JOBS-SlJMM£:R;ycar round. Europe,
<,, 1\mcri<an, Aumalia. Asia, cre. All field~. SSOO·
$1200 tl)(l"thly. l''IJ1CO\CS raid. Sightseeing. Free
inlurmal!nn. Wrttc: IJC Box 52·NU Corona Del Mar,
('I\IJ2f·~"4115
1>1!\1 A 'i(!MJI.tl'R job.! Skilled clerical and
•,ccrc!aJial. l'w,kilkd indumial and !abor. ('ar and
phHIW tlC<6'<at~·. Please call: .Manpo,~cr Tcmpllfary
'1enr,~··· 2~f·-~8(1J or 25f>·l~26.
StJ2
.<\r ( C.R!I.Tl' I XI'!· Rl!,NCbl> lYI'I'>l~. Rough
th4.\ft tl~t:'.et,, term papcrli, tcC~umct,. d.J~t;NatinttCi, Jn,
;!•14 n~rrfi ,,, .lu.m. 291-!1709.

4' II

I'Aitll< li'.-\TL IN I'ROU! B1 ~UI\illg ~tud;. $1.50
$411. :!~~-<~12, ~ 5 \Hfkua~>~hrough4·J4. 9·124 1 H,
4 -Jrr 2M• li2\7 !lr :l77·S~R4 c~emngs, weekends. 4< 16
POSJliO"i, I'WOIOlOGY m;PARTMENT. 20
hf'. ·\\k .• clerical, errand~. orrice macbinc1. Room
182 p,~cholngy. Musr bcwork·ltmlycligiblc.
4114
I I ADS HlRNISHI:I>, JNSURAN<.'tl sale~. full or
part t•mc, earn 300-400 wcckfy. ('all262-1743. 4ttl

7.

TRAVEL

NFH> A PA'iSrNGI'R to help with tm•cl expense>?
tbc DAILY LOBO,lassificd section. tfn
SfE MEXIUl AND C'enlral America for summer
break. $:150. Call 265·0936 or 256-9042. Leave
Advcrli~c in

mc\~age.

8.

4/ II

MISCELLANEOUS

SKATI: CITY'S RENTAL truck is al the Dairy
Queen on weekends. 255-4336, 106 Morningside.

Pl'NPALS! SEND

SELF·addre~scd

4111
stamped en·

•elope for information. International Pen Friends,
Elll, 1720 Faith Court, NE. Albuquerque, NM
87112.
4!16

Classified Advertising.
Marron Hall, (between Journall~rn ood tiiolngy)
Open from 8:30a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Ads in by noon will appear
in the next day's issue.
Cost 1 o~ per word per day for ads running
five or more consecutive days. 16( per word
for sini,Jle insertions.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico · Dolly
Lobo
tlmes(s) beginning _ _ _ _ _ __
under the heading
(circle one):
1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housing;
5. f-or Sale; 6. Employment: 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

~-Placed

Peace Corps
is now recruiting
May graduates to work
in Asia, Africa & Latin America .
Information: Rm. 205 Marron Hall
277-5724

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

rlth PJ''•'ibilit! 11f •,haling, ill gr.IUp h1lnUI of Uf1 Ill

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Enclosed S

Get ready for the
"Tour of the Rio Grande."

VI·SI'A S(OCHER 1'?.001:, H rnonJhHlld. 5000 plus
mrlc,. r Xlm,, lhink ntilcuge. Think fun. $1200. Call
H67 ·2frRI.- J.ea•cme,,ugc.
4/1 I
I ASAI I !·.lAW UURARY. $15(). 298-~249. 4111
l> ~JP(i, lUXURY PUIS. 78 Honda Ac~ord.
h<'Clll'llt nmdnion. <\M·FM ca"ctte. 281·3627 after
7p,m
4tll
1'174 1\~1(' Ml\ 1 1\DOR, r, .:ylindct, amifm radio,
AC'. new lire,, goml 1nlid 1ran1portulirm. $1000,
_r}crn!iahlc. After f1p.m. H21-4.1Jil.
4/14
Af)ORI\111.1: PI·KINGFSE PllPPY. After 4 p.m.,
2ftfl·4%1.

3.

lun<h~erve<l11 :30 a.m. • 2:30p.m. MQn •• frl.,
OIMer-,..,rved .5:00p.m •• 9:30p.m. Mon • Thurs; S:OO p.m. • 10:00 p.m. Fri·S•t

4tll

BOOJ\<1\SI· STI'.H TWO ~helves. 36 x 12 x 30 tM.
$~~-Caii2M1·477U.
4114

I CJiiNil 'ilJI lllcl> I AMUSK IN ran glnve;, Cl~im
\larruni!JII, Rm. W.~.
4tll
IllliNI>~Ki\--si·A'1I ,,r' l'npeiov ~ii;n <lm~
'.launn I! all In>.
4' II
l··(,[:Nll i Ai>Y'S WA.TC II in fmnl nf StmJcni
lkllih<.ent<'r Jk,<nht•amll laim2772277.
4-'1•1
IClliNi)--IWO <HllDIU:N'S hllllk~ ~-27 I~
I ;,·,•Inn 2~4 ldcnolv ami d.litn. M;urmt !!all 105.

Distinctive Dinners

Autheot•c Mandarin, Szechuan & Cantonese Cuisine

PO Un~ 464. Belpre Ohio, 457!4.
4/JS
NI;W Nl·Vf:R MOUNTED, Olin Mark Vll200 em.
$1 ~o. 204 .:m K-2 224 bindings, $90, al>o Raleigh
Rampar 10 speed. New extras, $125. Call Randy 883·

Deadline - one 12:00 noon one
working day before publication

·.~. l t~j

111 Cornell SE' 255-4222

AM PHI· I AM!Nl;: lf!E NEW treatise. A paper
licaling ~>nh •·hcmimy pharm!lcology and actiom.
('ontalll'• <Umpfcte >Vnlhesi,, genera( and 00 in•
lurm:UiDn. h1entiul good ready. $7.50. C. Connelly,

Marron Hall Room 105
Open 8:30a.m . to 4:40p.m.

f»ERSONALS

Specaal

ft'OR SALE

HK46

R.

®ne ~ragon str~~~~ . $199

by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _ __

ACROSS
1 Work units
5 C.S.A.Ieader
10 Eve's mate
14 Byron title
15 Happening
16 Warning
words
17 lll will
symbol:
2 words
19 Choir member
20 Clothes
21 Most difficult
23 Lasso
26 Buck's mate
27 Fragment
30 Of metrical
feet
34 Fish sauce
35 Irritates
37 Do wrong
38 Ms. Ullmann
39 Dinner
course
41 Scottish
explorer
42 Like: Suffix
43 Ridge
44 Baseball's
Rose
45 Aostand hero

47 Motivated
50 Pallet, e.g.
51 Won't's rela·
live
52 German
kingdom
56 Locust
60 Forfeit
61 Sloe
64 Public
65 Quebec uni·
versity
66 Geraint's wife
67 Direction
68 Growing out
69 Contradict
DOWN
1 Lohengrin's
bride
2 Absorbed
3 Pluck
4 Ironical
5 Beat
6 St.
7 Vein: Prefix
8 1000 mils
9 Firmer
10 Garland
11 Pittance
12 Termites, e.g.
13 Arguable
18 Ireland
22 Meat cut

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved

24 Pithy
25 Awns
27 Of some
Franks
28 Roman
author
29 Peavey, e.g.
31 Cap
32 Enraged
33 Belief
36 Parasite
39 Scandinavlans
40 Can wear

away
44 Mended
46Away
48 Angling gear
491tem
52 Farm tool
53 Cable
54 Utilizations
55 Boy's name
57 Tops
58 Balkan river
59 Handy~
62 Ms. Gardner
63 Tabby

